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Letters

This is a legitimate appeal for ladies only.
I’m an Italian guy,I live in Italy and my name is Renato. I’m sending this message to the people because I have the
wish to ﬁnd an american lady for love and marriage.
I would love to ﬁnd a wealthy lady who lives in one of the following places in usa or nearby:
11) “The treasure coast”,I mean north east Broward County or east Palm Beach county(FLORIDA)
22)Honolulu (Hawaii)
33)Santa Barbara,Montecito,Bel Air,Beverly Hills,Encino or San Luis Obispo(California)
44)Reno(Nevada)
55)washington dc
TTake me Deek? Will you take me?
II’m in love with Florida because I have been there once ,I Like warm places,palm trees ,nature,calm and I like
eespecially Delray Beach,Boca Raton,Palm Beach,Golden Beach,Highlands Beach,Lauderdale by the sea,Admirals
Cove,Manalapan,Coral Springs,Jensen Beach,Boynton Beach,Deepwater,Hutchinson Island or Jupiter but I would be
C
aalso interested in one of the 5 places
listed above.
Considering that I like the mature women, I’d love to ﬁnd a lady of 45-60yo age range.
C
II’’d love to ﬁnd a gentle long haired lady who lives in a swimming pool house near the sea (as I like to swim too much)
. I seek a lady without young or old children,a no smoker lady who could be widowed,separated,single ,divorced.
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Ta me Deek? Will you take me?
TTake

yo.. what’s
h ’ going
i on?
on
thi how do we want to take things from here on?
nothin
so

ent going to work. its shitty bu
but its just the truth.
tr
things arent
ok.
the part that i cant help, he owns. and
nd tthat isnt going to change.
g please
p
dont ggive
give me the chance to hurt you
gi
you.
have
ve you fucked
f k d him?
h
we have sex at least once a week or sso
so.
I see.
though somehow we manage to separate
rate
ate emotional sex from
fro im
a lot of that is drunken fuckbuddy thing though.
horny sex. not that that is any real consolation, but. whatever
whatever.
but nothing,
i guess
he and i are just a mess. you dont want this.

IIf you could be the kind of woman I’m looking for, write me soon please!!!!!!
Cheers,
C
RRenato
RRiva, Italy

---------------------------------------------------rd: pretty sure you need to tell stroud he’s a fuck.
rd: his emails disgust me
rd: tell him to eat fuck
rd: says the man who drank umpteen drafts of cheap beer
rd: so there
rd is away at 1:14:12 AM.

Heau:
Can you get me a bunch of weed and/or shrooms? My boss
is having a dish-to-pass holiday party that’s taking place
while I’m at work. I’d like to ﬁgure out a way to get some pot
brownies there and fuck those fuckers up.
Manilla Fashillah

Greg you are really really stupid
?gniyas m’i tahw sseug uoy nac
..gniht liam-e siht ekil i
..thgin tsal lemirts htiw xes dah i
..toh si dneirf-lrig ruoy
..ko ,hha
3 penny opera

hey man, i was looking at your lists in deek magazine, and i have a couple of
comments for you. First of all i like the Suite Judy Blue Eyes on the top ten
greatest rock songs and i like having who’s next at number 2, but dude did joni
mitchell suck your dick or something. Seriously, do you actually think she is a
better artist than people like john lennon, paul simon, neil young (or anyone of the
guys in csny), skynyrd, or ccr. Its not that i dislike joni mitchell, but, Honestly
man, is blue really the 5th best album of all time. I mean how often do you really
ﬁnd your self saying i want to listen to one of the best ﬁve rock albums of all
time and you end up listening to blue. I am really just wondering what makes you
think that blue is better than led zeppelin IV, blonde on blonde, nevermind, born to
run, live at the ﬁllmore east, and others that are in that league. And my last
question about your lists is why is there an absence of southern rock from any of
your lists. I might be biased cause i am from the south, but i think it is some of
the best music ever written.

Hey Stroud,
Wanted to compliment you on the Rock Incident of Deek. It looks fabulous, and
I think it’s the strongest issue yet (and not just because I’m a contributor this
time around :) Actually, a lot of those kids totally blow me away. You’re really
corralling some talented writers.
take care,
-A
Lunch is on me! posted by Troy Lancer
Today I read your magazine from cover to cover while drinking coffee on East Carson
eet. I was impressed by the color copy. I will now go to Mike & Tony’s for a gyro
Street.
sandwich. Won’t yo
you please join me? Then we can dance, dance, dance the day away.

thanks,
-Sumter
Sumter Link

estelle was a tall, slight girl of eighteen, with splended shining eyes, a mass of hair which
might have waved on the casque of achilles, and the feet --- i willll not say of a spaniard, but of a
thoroughbred parisian --- clad in a pair of pink shoes! you laugh?
h? well, i had never seen a pair of
pink shoes before! i have forgotten the colour of her hair (i think it was black); but whenever i
think of her i see a vision of large brilliant eyes and equally
brilliant pink shoes.

Dear Deek,

Deer Deek:
The people on your writing staff are about as wo
worthy of
ticism as the people they criticize. It sounds like the
criticism
le on your staff hit the bong every morning before
people
they writee their articles, ya’ know, ma
man?

I just
ju want to say that this is the worst magazine ever and anyone afﬁliated
with aanyone on its staff are immediately and for all times removed from
any sor
sort of artistic endeavor. You fucking assholes. When’s next month’s
ubmiss deadline?
submission
Charlie
harlie M
Moodey

and she had nice jugs.

deek:

Reza
-brian
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i love you.
it’s not my fault.
i know it isnt. its mine.

6/23/1997 - In this early work, you see a
raw talent just looking for that final bit of
polish to push it into the realm of genius:
my wife. When I first saw this tape, I wept
at its beauty. Well, technically I was already
weeping at the fact that the one thing that
made my life worth living was gone, but I
quickly realized this was bigger than me.
This was the birth of a star.
In this film, labeled "Mommy's Home Movies
'97" in black marker, our Mexican cabana boy plays
a Puerto Rican pool cleaner. The plot is formulaic
and uninspired: My bored housewife invites the
pool boy in for a drink of cool lemonade on a hot
summer day, then is shocked to find her clothes
yanked off her body by a mysterious, possibly
malevolent force, etc., etc. The "Puerto Rican" pool
boy can't believe his luck, and falls to ravishing
the bewildered, enraptured housewife. They couple
like wildebeests.
Yes, the use of archetypes is crushingly obvious, the production values poor, but this video
has one thing missing from Hollywood porn: It's
got heart. It's real. There are no divas on this set;
just two passionate, hard-working people trying to
make the best amateur porn they can. In this crazy,
mixed-up world, I don't know much, but I know
that's got to count for something.
And I guess it was around late-June of '97 that

my marriage started to go wrong.
8/27/1999 - 2069: A Space Orgy.
In much the way Kubrick's original
marked a quantum leap in special effects,
2069 is a huge step in my wife’s progress
as up-and-cumming video starlet.
In 2069, a malevolent, female supercomputer named GAL has trapped several
astronauts – cleverly spelled "astronauts"
on the video's cover, which I think was
printed out on my inkjet – inside a space
station miles above the earth. GAL sees
all and knows all, and by increasingly
sadistic turns forces the "asstronauts" to
live out her mad computer fantasies.
My wife appears as Chastity O'Rourke,
a winking irony on the part of the screenwriter, given that my wife is a dark-haired
Italian and anything but chaste. She has
to satisfy each of her fellow astronauts
in turn, culminating in the final scene,
where the titular orgy takes place; releasing so much orgone energy that everyone
involved ascends to a higher plane of
being as "starchildren."
Again my wife gives a heartfelt performance, but it's clear she’s moved to
another level. No longer a neophyte
actress, she shows some real craft. When

she first appears, wearing a KMart bag over her head as a spaceman's helmet, the sexual tension
practically drips from her body.
She even "sells" the idea that
we are in space (even though
it looks like my basement) by
making climbing around on the
rafters as though weightless. It's
a bravura performance hurt only
by the mediocrity surrounding it:
Chet Pantsless and Victor Hugo
are fairly average talents, not up to
a production of this level. I think
Chet Pantsless works the late shift
at the McDonald's about a block
from here.

it took that most fiercely independent of media, pornography,
to say what we all were thinking.
But what were we all thinkSexe et Mort – loosely
ing?
translated as "sex and death" –
reminds us that we are all mortal.
In close, black-and-white handheld shots of my wife having
sex with several different men,
it reminds us of the fertility of
life. Life goes on, even in black
and white. But what's this? In the
corner of every scene is a small
plastic skull – a memento mori
9/24/2001 - Sexe et Mort is that even in such fertility looms
clearly a reaction to the tragic our ultimate demise. Of course,
events of September 11. That my director Winston Grabass can’t
wife jumped on this script, cred- resist a postmodern tweak, subited to Tom "Euripides" Gaston, titling my wife’s moaning with
a local hardware store owner and
pretentious French.
first-time screenwriter, is a testaAnd in the conclusion,
ment to her artistic pride. We were
where he formally frames my
all so shell-shocked after 9/11, but
wife’s ecstatic face wearing
an expression I’ve never seen
before, now grainy and indistinct by time, before fading to
black? Genius.

Review of the Sex Tapes My Wife Left Behind When She Moved Out By: Thomas Sable
Review of My Girlfriend the Car By: Johnny Lux

s to be
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My girlfriend – sorry, [ex]girlfriend – is a
her
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too much vehicle for any man to keep up
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[Middle finger diagram I'll send once I scan
So, sometimes when my (ex)girlfriend
honked, I didn't hear what she was actually saying. She would honk and I'd hear
"honk," instead of, "Listen to me: I just got
out of a very long, committed relationship
with someone who was not you. You need
to be careful with me. I'm delicate, and if
you can't understand that, we will not be
happy long."
I'd hear "honk," and I'd reply, "quack,"
when I should've been saying, "I've been
alone for a very long time and though
I don't like it, it's what I'm used to. I'm
used to being 'alone,' which is different
from 'independent', but sometimes looks
the same. Relationships are strange to the
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Tera Patrick has a
cold. She’s had it fo
r
weeks, she explain
s as she chang es
out of her pasties
and into a black to
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and jeans. It’s slow
ed her down: Last
month, during film
ing for her interac
tive sex video, she
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yteller; she admits
it.
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NOT TO BE AN ELITIST OR ANYTHING, BUT I WAS DEFINITELY
THE BRAINS OF THE OPERATION IN THERE.

SU RE , IT WA S A CO MM UN ITY, AN D SU RE , WE WE RE AL L TH ER
E BE CA US E WE ’D
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know which thing I’ll choose to go to. One or the other. But I think I’ll do it all: So, ﬁrst the birthday party, then reuniﬁcation party and then
birthday party. And then I’ll bring Ramones. Because I was thinking, I’d like to hear that Ramones song at the birthday party. Because I can
never be bothered to hear it, that is. And I think that that’s the reason why I thought of the song, actually… maybe. I think it was because last
time – last year – at his birthday party, then we perhaps also listened to it. That may explain why I was thinking about it, actually. Because
I actually can’t… I don’t actually think that I’ve heard it today. I’m not completely sure that I’ve heard it today. But I know I heard it last year
at his birthday party. I did. Yes I did… I actually did.

1

17. What I was thinking before reaching these lakes, then I was thinking if I should take the stairs or if I should use the path leading down
to the lakes. And then later I was also thinking that I was going to sit down and look at the lakes and enjoy myself doing that. I’m coming
straight from home, I’m unemployed, I was going out to get a little exercise, and then I was thinking that going down to the lakes will be
great because it’s a wonderful place. And then I felt I needed to see water so that’s why I went for a walk. Exercise and water. That was the
purpose.
18. I’m walking to think and I’m only thinking when I’m walking, or what’s the saying? I think best when I’m walking. So I know what I was
thinking. And I was thinking about my own shadow, because I’m doing a song called “The Shadowman”. “Faithful like a pigeon at a hotdog
stand, the shadowman appears when the sun is shining. A lump of ketchup on a paving stone becomes the mouth of a clown you kiss… or
who kisses you when you pass by”. That’s as far as I’ve got. It’s my own shadow… that is, everything that the shadow throws itself upon…
so the next thing is that he throws himself onto a… onto a mailbox – that was exactly the point I’d come to - and then you see the slot, and
there’s a person who throws a love letter through it. That is, he throws his own shadow onto everything that already exists, right? Like this
I’ve also got the video. I have made the video for the track. If there are two cigarette butts then there are two eyes. If there’s half a sausage
then he smiles. Now I’ve just… that there was a lump of ketchup on a… and that turns into the mouth of a clown, right? So, all the time you
see the shadow thrown onto something. And then he tells a fairytale during the song.
19. I was thinking of the trip I’m going on this weekend. I’m going to Iceland tomorrow to do a gig in Reykjavik on Friday because I’m a
musician, and then we’ve done some rehearsals these last couple of days, and then I was just reﬂecting on how it would be to play up there
– if we could attain the same level of concentration and such as we’ve managed to attain during these rehearsals. We’re going to play in
an old Theatre building, and I think it’s the ﬁrst jazz festival to be held in Reykjavik, it’s like an arrangement for the weekend. There are
nine orchestras attached, three orchestras per night, so a lot of money has been raised and such, so that we can ﬂy up there and play for
an hour. It’s a student from The Rhythmic Music Conservatory whose name is Haukur and who’s a saxophone player who has applied… I
think he got most of the money from The Nordic Music Council. And so then he has invited our trio, Reﬂex up there. He knows our bass
player whom he’s also playing with. And then we also know him from the Music Conservatory. I’ve studied out there last year. So therefore
he needed some orchestras from the northern countries, and then we were one of them. We’ll leave tomorrow morning, and then we’ll go
home on Sunday.
20. I was thinking that I’m going to work and that I didn’t feel like it and I was looking forward to the weekend. So I was daydreaming a
little… thinking that perhaps I should get a cup of coffee some place before I was going to work – just to relax. I’m working in a hotel up
there on Colbjørnsensgade. As a receptionist. I’m going to be there until eleven o’clock tonight… so it’s a long day. Well, it’s eight hours
but, you know, it’s because the day starts so late then it seems long, right? So when you don’t start until three o’clock then… then the day
is sort of gone when you get home, there aren’t many more things you can do, right? That’s my daily rhythm, and then I go to school in
the morning, right – I study law. So… the days are long. Therefore, once in a while you may tend to think that, well – it would be cool just
to have a couple of days off, right? And not do anything and maybe see some friends and… relax. I’m working at the hotel from Monday
to Friday and sometimes also on Saturdays and sometimes on Sundays as well; it depends on the personnel-on-duty schedules. But then
possibly I’ve got a couple of days off during the week, and then you’ll have to use those instead, you know. It isn’t hard work, not at all. The
reason I’ve chosen a job like this is that I can sit and read, you see, while I’m working. That’s actually the most substantial reason that I’ve
taken the job. And then it’s a rather fun job, you experience something different from when you’re sitting with your nose stuck in a book.
Obviously you see a lot of people and you become exposed to things that you wouldn’t normally be exposed to in my study or in that career,
right? So… that’s the reason. But I’m starting to become a little fed up with it these days – you can say that again; but now I haven’t got that
much time left. Probably that’s also it… everything is coming to a head, right? The dissertation must be handed in, and then there’s also the
work, right? But you know, I can see an end to it. That’s nice. I’ve been studying for so many years and have grown so old, so it’s no fun to
be on SU anymore. It takes a little more, you need a slightly higher income and… to buy a ﬂat and all those things you do when you grow
older, right? Had I been twenty-two it would’ve been ﬁne, but… I’m no longer twenty-two so… so it’s necessary to earn a bit more money,
right, so that you can afford doing those things you believe you must do. Taking those days off once in a while, going on a holyday, which
is difﬁcult when you’re only on SU. And I can’t be bothered anymore. This is my second education, this one, so I’ve kind of had my share of
that SU-life. My ﬁrst education was economy.
21. I was thinking that I was on my way to pick up my son from the day nursery, and it’s his last day in the day nursery, he’s going to start
kindergarten tomorrow, and then I was anxious to know if he’d had a good day. And he’s brought cream puffs and so on, so I’m curious to
know if… if it had been good. I don’t think that he’s fully aware what it means to start in kindergarten but he does know that something new
is going to happen, and certainly he has seen his older mates start kindergarten and knows it’s something like when you grow up then you’re
going to kindergarten so… so he’s looking forward to that… Yes, I think so… Or he does, he says that he does, but of course he’s anxious to
see how it’s going to be. He’s three now, right, so he’s going to be in kindergarten until he’s starting school a six-year old, so that’s three years
more or less. One step on the career path. Actually a giant leap, I believe.
22. I’d just passed the spot over there, and it said something about Peblingesøens yacht club. And then, just when I came here, just before
meeting you, then I thought that I’d like to be a member of a yacht club, but in the southern part of Sweden, in Malmö, and I was thinking
about some boats and the water in Malmö and the sound seen from Malmö. I would like to be a member of a yacht club in Malmö because
I think there’s a lot more space over there, everything is so pestered over here and I’m fed up with the rowing club I’m a member of here, that
is, I don’t mean a yacht club, I mean a rowing club because there’s so… time spent waiting and queues and so on and so on. I’m tired of it
and then I’m just imagining that there had to be a lot more space over there.

55

The Thought Project
Simon Høgsberg stopped 55 strangers and asked them what they were thinking about the second before he stopped them
Using a mic and a dictaphone he recorded what they said then took a picture of them
The end result is a collection of 55 portraits, coupled with the verbal expression of the person’s thought
Above are 55 portraits
Below are 55 thoughts
All quotes state exactly what was said during the interviews
The interviews took place in Copenhagen, Denmark and in New York City

5. I was thinking of whether I should walk straight ahead or if I should turn right. But at the same time I was also thinking that it was nice… I’d just met one of my good friends who came walking together with three other
gentlemen, and I was so surprised to see him on foot, because usually he always goes by car. So he… in a way he caught me off guard by suddenly saying hi. At the same time I was thinking of which way to choose, it was funny
that I’d met him. And his cap was pulled far down his… his… almost down to his nose, so actually I didn’t recognize him, it was him who said hi there and all that, so… it was actually amusing, and it was lovely. I know him from
the time when I was working in his company. I’d been a housewife for thirty years, and then I simply had to get out and do a little to try something else, and then I worked there.
6. I’m going to visit some friends in an hour together with my wife and my son, and while she’s down in Krea to ﬁnd a present I’m thinking… or I was thinking that we’ll take the bus out there because it’s goddamn cold, and
whether or not I’d punched in advance, which I have. I did punch because we’d taken the bus in here, and then we’d got off to ﬁnd a present, and then we’re going on the same bus again – simply driving on, right? What I was
thinking was: would the punch card expire before we came out there. Then it occurred to me that we didn’t need to punch one more time. We have punched enough.
7. I’m on the lake in Copenhagen, and I was photographing one of the trees, which is half in the water, and it’s very nice to see the reﬂection of the branches in the water. At least I like it so much, and always I look for it, because
I like when the reﬂection is half destroying the image, but the image is still there. And the other thing is that I think today there is a very special light in Copenhagen, because there has been a sunny day, but now it’s a little bit
foggy and… I don’t know - a little bit idle. And so looking around I try to capture these feelings that I had in mind and what I felt of Copenhagen today. It’s a city I like very much. I’m Italian so I’m actually not used to this kind
of… atmosphere. I mean it’s very different, it’s very catching for me. I live here since two and a half years, so I know these things but still I’m always impressed when I see a scenery like this. Actually, something I like very much
as well is when you see the branches just… how can I say… controluce in Italian… I don’t know the word in English. It is against the light, somehow, when the light is behind, and you see them like nets in the sky. You have this
dark black… almost drawings in the sky. That’s… that’s very nice, I think.
8. I was just thinking how I should spend my time until six o’clock when I’d like to go to church. And then I was also thinking if perhaps I should become a member of the church that I’ve been coming in for quite a long time
now. So that’s a rather big question this holy Sunday – if I were to become a Catholic. I can’t really decide. But then my legs started to grow tired, so actually I’d just decided to sit down and look at the lake for a while. I feel an urge
to tell you why I would actually want to be a Catholic. But that’s mostly because there is the most fantastic American priest in the Sacrement Church, so… yes, if any he’d be the reason for it. And then I can’t be bothered to be a
member of the Danish National Church. But it’s also very radical to join a Catholic church with that Pope who has all these ridiculous messages and this whole organization which you then become part of. So it’s rather difﬁcult
to make this decision, right, because there’s so much for and against, and I can’t always argue for doing it. But therefore, I’ll probably do it, anyway. Surely I cannot keep thinking the same thoughts. So perhaps it ought to reach
a new level, right? Now soon it’s a couple of years that I haven’t been a member of the National Church, and actually I ﬁnd it strange not to be part of something, but, on the other hand, then I just can’t see myself rejoining the
National Church, really. I’ve actually called that guy, Carroll Parker, the other day – that’s the priest’s name – so I’ve kind of started… he wasn’t home, but that… that doesn’t matter much. You know, I can always call again, right?
The ﬁrst call is the wildest. And then the next will be easier, like, in one way or the other. So damn it, now I guess I’ll just do it.
9. I guess that what I was thinking about most that was my girlfriend because I was just sitting here waiting for her, and she just wrote me saying that she’s on her way. So actually I was looking for her bus. Apart from that, I’ve
got Bobo, my rat, in my bag, which I was thinking about. I was thinking about how he was doing when he’s lying in the bag. Mostly because it has just shat all over the place, actually. It has just been out for a while where it was
running a little, and during this time it just shat all over the place. And then… yeah, there’s a small one there. And then I was a little worried that it would shit all over my bag, actually. But it didn’t. I’ve got three rats in all, but
now I’ll have to get rid of one of them because I’ve only got two cages. And they can’t live together because if a male and a female are together then they’ll just have kids and that will happen in no time. And if two males they…
so… they’ll kill each other. This rat here I must give away because I can’t keep it myself.

Engelsk version:
1. At a pedestrian crossing I saw a parking attendant. This, then, led me to think about parking attendants in general – especially the zealous way they do their job. And by this I then came to think of a couple of examples of
parked cars where they’ve been incredibly zealous. The most recent example was, for instance, a car parked on a spot where I couldn’t see that there was anything wrong. Then I went over to look at the ticket, and it said that
there were yellow markings. Then, when I then looked at the sidewalk I could just barely see that there had been some yellow painting. And I consider that to be… MOST… zealous. I went over there to ﬁnd out what it was
about. One can learn something. And I’ve done that before. And another time, then it was for instance a car that was parked on a spot where I couldn’t see what could be wrong about it. Then the note said that it was parked not
eight meters from a corner as it should be, but six point eight meters. It was a place where it was of no practical importance whatsoever. And therefore I consider it to be just as zealous as the other example. I believe they ought
to show courtesy, and that means that they should ﬁne only those who deliberately break the law and thereby impede others. But those who simply fail to see something or other, which is… completely unimportant, and where
one can say that they’ve acted in good faith, in that case I’d say that they shouldn’t do a damn thing.
2. I was thinking that the car that just passed me was a black version of the car that some of my friends have. And then I just looked into the car just to check if it was actually them, but it wasn’t. I noticed the lady who was sitting
on the passenger seat – that she was this type with long, dark hair and Gucci sunglasses on her forehead, and she wore a fur coat and the like. She was a type different from those I’d perhaps expected to see in the car. Because
the people I was looking for who were my friends… she wouldn’t have been sitting there in a fur coat wearing Gucci sunglasses. On an overcast day.
3. I was actually just thinking that now I’ve been plowing my way through Copenhagen this morning while my mate and his wife they’re at the hospital to give birth to a baby, and the only thing I’ve actually gained is that I
should buy a sweater and I’d hoped to replace my entire wardrobe. I live in Haderslev. I came over here yesterday to visit my mate. He lives on Østerbro. When I went to sleep last night at three o’clock then we were three guys in
the apartment who slept at his place, and when I woke up this morning then I was all alone. And then I knew well what the score was. I’d hoped that I would be spending my time with my mate, and that we were going to watch
football out in Valby, because FCK are playing against Frem, but apparently this is not how things were meant to happen. He probably won’t make it, then. Actually, I should’ve been out buying a lot of clothes, but nothing came
out of it, actually, because… yeah, I don’t know why, restlessness, football, and I also wanted to know what the hell is happening at the hospital, so now I was thinking, nah, now I’ll drift back home to the apartment and sit and
wait. He may stop by to pick up some stuff or something. He lives just over in Classensgade, so you see it’s just… It isn’t very far, really.
4. I was thinking about cardboard. Because I was just about to mount the sidewalk, and then my eyes fell upon the bag that I’m holding in my hand and in which there is cardboard that I’ve bought for the purpose of making
some place cards for a party. And then I started thinking about different kinds of cardboard. I came to think of what I’d bought and the ones I’ve just been looking at because I’ve just been out buying cardboard. And there was
a lot of different kinds, there was a lot of fancy colors. And then I just came to think of how many different kinds of cardboard you could buy. I’m satisﬁed with the purchase… I’ve found such a… the right thickness and also the
colors I want. They’re green and yellow because it’s something that’ll be used for some Easter, hence the choice.

10. What I was thinking just before you stopped me was: why do intermediate-range ballistic missiles cost as much as an allotment shed. That was actually what I was thinking. Because we were talking about… about… because
we were talking about allotment sheds, and then Mick said that it was extremely difﬁcult to get an allotment shed, and then I said no, it’s not difﬁcult to get an allotment shed, you just have to be signed up. And then he said,
oh, and I said, but we are, and then we’ve been offered one, but they’re so insanely expensive that they cost… they cost just as much as an intermediate-range ballistic missile. And then Mick said, oh, Osama Bin Laden, and then
you came and stopped us. Osama. Osama Bin Laden. As much as he pays for intermediate-range ballistic missiles. He probably gets a discount. Yeah, it costs as much as an allotment shed of ﬁfty square meters.
11. I was thinking about my phone ringing, and it was my boyfriend, and I couldn’t be bothered to answer it because it was nice ﬁnally to get some peace. Here in the sunshine. And the Spring. We just need to have some time
off from each other. Right now. It’s all very well to ﬁght to make things work out, but sometimes you just have to let things rest. And develop on their own. And then you must have a break.
12. I was out running, and when I walked past Planetariet then I checked out what stuff they were showing, at what time and at which price, because in the weekends me and many of my friends we listen to electronic music and
take ecstasy pills and cocaine and stuff like that. And then I was thinking that maybe it could be fun to go see the ﬁlm called Adrenaline in Planetariet while you were on ecstasy pills just on a weeknight – like a weekday-thing
instead of going to the cinema or in the theatre, for example. As I understand it in the ﬁlm you’re moving weightlessly through space and driving in a rollercoaster fast and such things. I was just planning when it should be and
whom it should be with. I think it’ll be after the 1st. I’m kind of broke now, I’ve been to Barcelona for a week, last week, so I think it’ll be after the 1st together with my room-mate. He’ll be easy to persuade.
13. I was thinking about when I was out in Stengade last Sunday – what happened, because a small episode took place there… And that was what I was thinking about. It was a… a… can you say “ﬂirt” in Danish? It was a small
ﬂirt that was going on, but then something happened, so I had to go. So it didn’t develop into anything more than a little ﬂirt. We weren’t together in any way, but we exchanged some glances. And that was very exciting. I
didn’t talk with him. Only across the dance ﬂoor… with my eyes. I’ve never seen him before. I don’t know if I wish to see him again… No, it was a question of then and there, a moment that was good then and there, but it’s not
important for me to meet him again. No...
14. I was thinking that I’ve just got off from work and was going to start the weekend and thinking that I was going to pick up my son at his playmate’s place – and I’m half an hour late. But it doesn’t matter that I’m a little late.
They’re having a good time and playing at a tremendous pace just right until I’m coming. So it doesn’t matter much. He’s ﬁne. After that we’re going home to spend the weekend… That’s going to be lovely.
15. What I was thinking just before I met you was: how the hell do I ﬁnd a place where I can get my bicycle ﬁxed because my tire was just punctured and it just went psssst and then… well, then the tire ﬂattened, and so now I
try to ﬁnd a place where I can have it mended as quickly as possible because Copenhagen without a bike… that just doesn’t work. So actually I was thinking, it might well be so that you knew where you can have your bicycle
punctures mended at a cheap price. That’s actually what I was thinking… just… just when I saw you, then I thought, why not… you look like a person who lives her so…
16. I was thinking about a Ramones song. Actually, I cannot quite remember which song I was just thinking about but it was a… Yes, Sheena is a Punk Rocker it’s called. And why, I actually don’t really know why I did. I think I’ve
heard it sometime earlier today. At home, on a record. And then I was thinking that I’m going to a birthday party just now. And I’m going to one of those reuniﬁcation parties, and it will be a little chaotic because I don’t really

23. I was thinking that I’ve been offered to buy some extra space in the attic so I could get myself a penthouse. And obviously that’s… it
could be wonderful, and then I’m also thinking about mortgage loans and all that boring stuff. I live on the fourth ﬂoor, and then I’ve been
offered the space above and then you can make a staircase connecting the two ﬂoors so that I could get a really lovely, bigger ﬂat. I’ll do it,
but I’ve never really borrowed those vast sums before, that is, it’s the ﬁrst time and of course there’s a ﬁrst time for everything, but… yeah,
so obviously I’m contemplating this a bit. I will be able to manage, but you know, at the same time you also lose your freedom to do exactly
what you want when you want it. And I’ve just always been used to that – having the ﬁnancial freedom to do what I want. But sometimes,
then I guess you’ll have to look at things from a ﬁnancial practical point of view – sort of like an investment. Really, if you want to access
the real estate market as it is now then this is a really good thing for me to do because it’ll be a good way of getting something to sell later
on. And the way the market for cooperative apartments looks now, it can only be a ﬁnancial gain. So if I wanted to live the life of adventure
then I could easily sell it again, so in that sense I’m not running a major risk except that… that it’ll take like ten years before I can start
travelling again. Nah, it won’t. Well, then let’s say it’ll take ten years. Then that’s what’ll happen – then I’ll have to do with going to Jutland.
I don’t think it’ll be that bad.
24. (Oversat tekst) I was really thinking that I ﬁnd those Sneakers with extra peanuts, they tasted really good, and then I actually think my
hair had been cut rather well. I’ve just been at a new hairdresser. That was what I was contemplating before I was going back to my work. Yes,
I was chewing my peanuts, and then I thought, hmm, that was good, and then… then I actually thought that it was a pretty good hairdresser
I just stopped by just now…
25. I was thinking of what kind of perambulator that lady was pushing because we ourselves are about to have a child in two months time
and are thinking a bit about what kind of perambulator we should buy. The perambulator she had that looks a lot like the one we’re planning
to buy. We thought it was neat and looked handy and easy, an “Odder” I believe it was, which is a Danish product. A barouche. I didn’t think
anything else because then I was interrupted by the sight of a police ofﬁcer in plain clothes who stopped a car talking on a mobile phone
and doing an illegal turn.
26. Well, I’ll tell you what I was thinking when I met you. I live down on Gothersgade over there and was about to go for a walk with my
dog, right? I was thinking that my wife has just been away for three days, she’ll be home in an hour, she’s going to have a baby in a fortnight,
and I’ve made a dressing table, which I was very, very anxious to see how she likes, that I’ve spent these last three days working on very
intensively… so I’m not a good craftsman, right, but I’ve really made an effort doing this project here, I thought it ought to be something…
something really special. So what I was thinking just now that was if all the details were right, if any lists were poking out in weird places
or… so that if she came home while I was gone then she’d see that it was completely done without me having to explain a single thing.
27. (Original-tekst) I was checking through my sms in the inbox on my mobile and going through loads of e-m… or sms that I had collected
from my previous trip to India which I just sort of came back from. And while I was going through them I got a beep indicating that a new
sms had come in, and I was hoping that it was from my girlfriend saying that she’s tired but she loves me and she hopes I will come back
soon. She’s here now on vacation with me. But she went back to the room where we’re staying just one hour before because she was very
tired. I was able to check the sms on my mobile while I was in India but I didn’t erase them all, one by one, so I went through them now
and thinking that maybe I should erase some which doesn’t really mean anything anymore, and also I saved a lot of them in different maps
in the mobile so that I can… well, save them for the future – the ones that mean special… well, special things to me, and... It’s sort of like a
diary-thing as well. I can remember my mood when I got a certain sms, and I can remember what I wrote as an answer or just before I got
this sms, and so… so it’s a very good thing… to remember what happened there and my feelings and the work I did there and everything. It’s
a bit of a memory-thing, actually. I just bought a new mobile phone before I went to India just because my previous one could only allow
ten sms or something, and that didn’t work because I’ve been traveling a lot now, and I really need to be able to keep them. I don’t want to
erase them just after I got them because… yeah, that’s a bit sad. But now I just saw that it was from a friend, a girl that I met in India, and I
thought we lost contact a bit so I sent her an sms now saying that ahh, I’m in Copenhagen, everything is great, very sunny, and a bit chilly
bla bla bla I miss you. And then I actually got a reply, so I’m very happy now. So it was a good sms, too.
28. (Oversat tekst) I was speciﬁcally thinking that I just wrote a letter to… I’ve got 500 employees… and wrote a letter to them about the
Spring, the urge you get to be outside, and how the juices rise, and that we must have a good working environment since work takes up so
much time – that if things are to make sense then going to work must be meaningful as well. That was precisely what I was thinking. And
I just wrote a letter to all of them about this. We’ve got this company employee publication in which I write a leading article that frequently
is about economy or crises or progress and so on, right? And this time I was just standing looking out the window thinking, that’s probably
what they’re doing, too – looking out the window thinking, look at how everything is blooming, why are we here instead of running around
outside in the Spring? And then I wrote a long leader about that. You could say that I was like trying to justify that their position was behind
the glass. But at the same time it’s because we have a programme deﬁning a set of values where we… after having been through a lot of crises
we have a really healthy economy, so now we’re focusing on the issue that it has to be meaningful to go to work – not just taking a couple of
courses but caring for one’s colleagues, we’ve made a programme based on values where you should care for each other, be kind to each other
and take responsibility and take initiatives, and not just go to work saying, oh, it’s four o’clock, now I’m going home. But it must be so that
you’re like looking forward to going to work. That’s the goal, having people say, you know what, I’m so happy about going to work, bummer,
now it’s weekend. Of course we’ll never reach that goal but, you know, it’s to show the opposite side of: oh no, now it’s Monday, then you
ought to say, oh no, now it’s Friday. Roughly that’s the value-programme we’re running.
29. (Oversat tekst) I was ﬁred yesterday and have been to a new job interview today and am going to second test-interview… on Tuesday.
And then.,. of course I hope that’s it. I better not mention the name of the company from which I was ﬁred if it is to be published, but
that company in which I’m doing the interview on Tuesday, second round, that is Skanska. Skanske that’s a Swedish contractor-ﬁrm that
manages… both buildings, and now they’ve also started doing facility management where they’re overtaking other companies’ (ikkekerneområder), where they provide companies with, like, total services, service solutions be it the managing of canteens, reception service,
cleaning, maintenance, exterior maintenance, plant service, receptions… simply everything – everything that the client wants you to
overtake. That which I’d like to be employed as that is a manager – facility manager. And by pure coincidence… I actually applied for that job
in Skanska twenty seconds before I got the message that my former workplace was going to let off employees. Nahh, and it was actually…

but hey, I’m not lying, it was actually ﬁfty seconds or one minute before where I just received a call from them and was asked if I could
come to an interview. And two minutes before that, then I’d sent the mail. Because I’d sent it a week too late then I called and talked to the
managing director and asked him if there were any chances in spite the fact that I’d seen their job ad too late. It was a job I’d had before. Then
of course he well knew that it made sense to apply. Otherwise it wouldn’t have made sense. I had kind of a standard application, right? and
then I’d simply just adjusted a bit and then my personal reference, ticchc, then two minutes passed, then the staff department called, and
right after that when I’d talked to them – it took four or ﬁve minutes – then she just said, you’re going to an interview tomorrow at nine,
that’s ﬁne, went in and had a meeting with my boss, and then… I knew that people were going to be ﬁred because the company was reducing
its costs, so then I got ﬁred. So now I’ve got like two weeks. Skanska will need a guy around the ﬁrst of May. Perhaps not until May ﬁfteenth.
So that kind of suits everybody. They had ﬁnished the ﬁrst interview before yesterday so it was in the last moment I called them. It was
like right… before they called people in for tests. Then I was at the interview today, and now I’ve just been called up and have been told also
to come to a test on Tuesday. Fifty-ﬁve applicants, eight to interview, four to test, and then they’ll pick one of them. I think my chances of
getting that job are a hundred percent. There you go! But it’s MINE! It’s mine. It has to be mine. That’s how it is!
30. (Oversat tekst) Well, when you stopped me then just the moment before I was thinking of a party I went to on Saturday where we were
some friends who made a practical joke with one of… with the hostess. Ahh, the practical joke we made, it’s kind of… intimate. It was kind
of a little intimate joke we made with her which was drawing a bit on some of the things she’d done in her past, so… it’s difﬁcult to explain.
So we made some songs and made some jokes, but… so… it was, like, about some very (indforståede) things. I can only tell you about her
reaction, it was more here reaction I was smiling at when you saw me because she became immensely… out of it and reacted simply by being
incredibly mad at us to begin with, and then it was just an incredibly funny situation, so… So it was more her reaction I was thinking about
a bit there when I was smiling a lot. It wasn’t as if we’d hired a stripper or something like that. No, no-no-no, no, no. No, not at all. Not at
all. They were more reﬁned jokes. They weren’t so… crude. … End of story!
31. (Oversat tekst) I was thinking on my way home… I’m working in a company over here of which I’m a joint owner, and there is a person
there who’s trying to barter money without him actually being entitled to do so. And then I was probably just thinking of how I could bring
myself in a position so that I could cheat him. That was… that was actually what I was thinking about. And just before ﬁnding the solution,
then indeed I was accosted by you. So… so I haven’t got a solution right now but I also have a long distance to walk from here so, well, the
solution will come. To make a brief summary the person in question acts as an independent adviser in the market and therefore must not
take a commission from different contractors because then he’s no longer independent, you see. But nevertheless, by using a smart method
apparently he will try to send a bill for his services anyway. And really, that’s clever of him but… he hasn’t got any sort of, like, legal basis
for doing it, but then if I say no to him then I cannot be certain to be invited to the table the next time. So you do understand, it’s kind of
a hidden commission where to the outside world he can still remain independent and then nevertheless allow himself to charge money
for it. One can argue whether that is fair but since it’s my money then obviously I don’t think it’s fair. I’ll, like, have to ﬁnd one way or
other to avoid this. Business is about getting as much money in as possible and spending the least, right? So every time you have to spend
money you’re of course annoyed and all the time you obviously ﬁnd ways to reduce your spending. And then when a guy like this shows up
whom we have agreed is not to be paid – it’s the client who actually pays for his services – then you could say that it’s unfair that he’s also
trying to squeeze money out of us. He’s selling a product that we’re making… Selling? He’s inviting us to participate, he’s got a number of
contacts and so on, then he functions as an independent adviser for them by inviting different contractors who can then bid for the job.
If he got a commission for that then he wouldn’t be independent, then obviously he’d be in the pocket of… So therefore he doesn’t want
this commission, but behind the scenes he nevertheless actually would like this commission, see, it just has to be done in another way.
And that… yeah, it’s actually a question of ethics to me as well, right? The fact that the issue that some money is to be changed between us
has at all been aired that obviously proves that his stature as an independent adviser for the client no longer holds true. Because he’s not
independent. Certainly he’s interested – as I’m interested – in earning the most money possible. Just as soon as there’s money between us
he’s then no longer independent, then he prefers us. That’s good for us in the bigger perspective but in a smaller perspective, in the ethical
perspective, then it’s less fortunate. What I’m wondering about a bit is if, in reality, he has the same agreement with the other parties so that
he actually charges everybody.
I don’t know that. So it’s things like these I’ll just …
32. (Oversat tekst) Well, I’ll have to admit that I was thinking about the car I just passed now. There was a note lying inside of it on which
there was a message for someone. And then I wondered about what it said. But then I didn’t bother to stop to ﬁnd out. If I had a debate with
myself over whether I should stop or what then it didn’t last more than a split-second I don’t think at all because I’m sure I could quickly
agree with myself that hell, it didn’t matter.
33. (Oversat tekst) Well, as I was walking this girl is passing me on her bike with a lollypop in her mouth that she’s sucking on and looking
me straight in the eyes, and then I just thought, holy shit, she’s really not particularly cute! It was positively meant as a ﬂirt on her part – she
was looking me straight in the eyes. Of course, at ﬁrst I was attracted by it when she was farther away on her bike, and then… yes, when
she came a little closer then I looked away. I would probably have ﬁxed her stare if she’d happened to be a beautiful girl. Yeah, I probably
would have.
34. (Oversat tekst) Yes, I was thinking that it was good that I’d managed to buy two bags for my laundry so that I could sort it so that it
was a bit under control. So I was a bit satisﬁed with myself for getting a bit of order… in life. One for colors and one for underwear and bed
clothes. I sort of felt I’d scored some adult-points. I’d thought about it for a long time, and then… well, I just passed the library, and then I
thought, well, that shop is just down there. Yes, I’d been to the library, and well… then I associated, associated it simply to… well, that shop is
just in the area, so you must remember to … well. So they’re lying in my bag now.
35. (Oversat tekst) I was wondering if I should go out tonight and try to catch the girl I’ve caught a couple of times the last couple of
weekends. But I can’t really make up my mind as to whether it’s something I care to do because I don’t know if I should play hard-to-get or
if she’s playing hard-to-get. So I was kind of wondering about that a bit, if I should do it tonight – if I felt like it. But the question is more if
it’s a good idea, because she just left her boyfriend, and she’s quite a lot younger than me so that is something that I must give some thought
– if that’s something I feel like doing – because I don’t want to be a rebound… back, you know, I don’t want to be the guy that she just uses
in order to be conﬁrmed. And then at the same time I was wondering if I bothered to do it at all, that was more it, because the weather is so
shitty so I don’t know if I can bring myself to walk again tonight. My bike has just been stolen so I have to walk, and I really don’t care to
do that if it’s raining. First of all I have to pull myself together and sms her and ask if she’s going out and if she is to meet up. The problem
is that she still lives together with her boyfriend. Or ex-boyfriend as we better name him. And then I’d prefer that he doesn’t come along.
That would be a bit awkward. I don’t mind a big crowd but it depends on whom the crowd consists of. I don’t know if I want her to be my
girlfriend either. I was also thinking about that because it’s kind of rather… problematic in that I also know her ex-boyfriend. And I don’t
know if that’s something I want. It’s very fresh. And we’ve been together a couple of times. But I don’t know if that’s something to build…
on, at all. But of course I wouldn’t know that before I’m together with her again. We’ve kissed each other a couple of times, but that was
also one of those weeks before they broke up. So that wasn’t… serious. We usually always go to a place where a colleague of ours works and
get a couple of drinks that often turn into quite a lot of drinks but I’m going to a big party tomorrow, that’s also why I’m contemplating it.
Because that I don’t want to be totally sloshed tomorrow when I’m going to graduation party. So those were my thoughts just before you
grabbed hold of me.
36. (Original tekst) I was thinking about… I forgot my camera, so I can’t take pictures now so I need to remember things that I see on the
streets that are different from Copenhagen and from Holland, and I have to write these things down before I forget them. So I cannot take
pictures, so I have to write things down just to remember what differs from Holland, from people I see, things that happen on the street,
things that are different in town or just every small details that is different between Europe, I think. I forgot my camera at home. That’s
how I have to remember, I have to remember now and print it in my mind. Remember the small things I would photograph. So I remember
them and write them down. Because I cannot come back and take pictures. Since I came to Copenhagen two hours ago I’ve seen things that
I wanted to register. For instance the lady’s thing over there with the blankets around her legs just to keep her legs warm while sitting here
in the sun and it’s a bit cold still. I’ve never seen it before and I would like to take a picture of that. That’s for instance a small thing. We were
just in a designer clothing shop with some nice paintings on the wall and I would really like to have taken a picture of that. Unfortunately
no camera.
37. (Oversat tekst) Just before seeing you I was looking at that shop you’re standing in front of, and I would very much like to turn those
rooms into a working space, and it really astonishes me how it’s possible for them to have all those old, shitty furniture standing in there
and paying the rent. I’ve been wanting a working space for a really long time. I’ve got my whole living room stuffed with tiny drawers and
nuts and motors and ﬁne mechanics and electronics and… plaster and other working space things. Therefore, everyday when I get up I
think, then I think about how to get a working space so that I don’t have to live in all that junk. I’m thinking about different places here on
Vesterbro because I’m living here and it makes me sad that they’ve refurbished so many of the old yards and factory spaces and places so
they’ve become more expensive so that people who would like to have a lot of square-meters to live on and all that they’re moving in with
their cars and kind of ruining this… well, kind of trashed Vesterbro a bit that I’m very fond of. Yeah, so I’m dreaming about such a run-down
place where the door to the street can stand open, and people can come in and have a cup of coffee and sit and chat about all sorts of funny
ideas they have, and where you can realize some of those ideas that you have and which you wouldn’t otherwise know or cannot afford or
haven’t got the means to make come true. I like that enormously. So I was thinking about that man I’ve been talking to on the phone who
told me that he may be leaving the place sometime, apparently he’s got a furniture store some place, and then he uses this to store his other
furniture, but… he might just as well do that out in Husum.
38. (Oversat tekst) I was crossing an intersection and thinking that the Danes are like the Germans, they would very much like to be like
the French but they’re like the Germans, they stand waiting for the light to turn green and never cross a red light. They don’t do that even on
early Sunday mornings where there are no cars around, they’re standing there obediently waiting for the green light. That was my immediate
thought before you asked me. They would like to be like the French, they absolutely do not want to be like the Germans. I believe – this I
do not know – I believe that the Danes hold the idea that they’re more European, more continental, more open, more spontaneous if they
were like the French. Og så har de tyskerne vældig tæt inde på sig, and they would greatly prefer not to be like the Germans because they’re
closed, nationalistic and strict. I’ve been around the Danes for many, many years, ﬁfteen to twenty years, I know a lot of Danes really well
and have discussed this with them many times. It’s part of the Danish literature, it’s part of the Danish history, of course, in that you’d rather
not compare yourself with the Germans against whom you’ve been at war many times, and then it has to do with the Danes’ self-perception
which is that you’re open, spontaneous, humorous, laid-back… I think. And to some extent they’re right. But not quite.
39. (Original tekst) I’m just walking to my friend’s house in the rain, and I just bought… picked up some clothes, and I was just thinking
about whether or not I spent my money properly. I have a plastic bag full of clothes that I just bought at a thrift store. I spent 35 dollars.
I bought it just ﬁve minutes ago, I got a t-shirt that says Overworked and Underpaid. I wasn’t regretting, I was just thinking about it
– thinking about my money, that perhaps I should’ve spent the money on something else. Perhaps. Always. I don’t know what yet, but
something. I also just walked by my friend’s… he’s a fashion designer, and I just walked by his studio, and I was thinking about having him
take one of the shirts because it’s too big, and maybe thinking about giving it to him to rework it and sell it because that’s how he makes his
money, and then I could get some of my money back…
40. (Original tekst) I was thinking about Spencer Roane who was a chief judge at the Virginia Court of Appeals in the late 18th and early
19th century and wondering whether or not he was a political ally of Daniel L. Hilton – a Virginia planner who was a party in two supreme
court cases in February 1796 who I’m trying to ﬁgure out how he ended up being the defendant in both of these cases. It was two cases that
had to do with state sovereignty in 1796, there was sort of a run up to the Jeffersonian revolution in 1800, and Hilton was a sort of unknown
ﬁgure who for some reason ended up being the name party in two really kind of critical constitutional cases in 1796, but no-one is really sure
exactly who he was or why he ended up being the party, so I’m working on an essay kind of accumulating all the data that’s available about
him and trying to ﬁgure out whether or not I can draw a sort of tentative connection to other political ﬁgures in late 18th century Virginia.
41. (Original tekst) I was sitting in Bryant Park, and I just left my girlfriend’s house and was setting in for a day of writing, but I needed my
coffee so I was drinking coffee and reading Truman Capote’s essay, A Beautiful Child which is about Marilyn Monroe, and… I was just… I
was lost in the book. I was somewhere in New York in about 1955, I guess, when you showed up, and now I’m back in 2004! It’s the ﬁrst
time that I’ve ever read Marilyn Monroe in her own words, the whole essay is just… it’s written like a play - you know, Marilyn has a line,
and then Truman Capote has a line, and then Marilyn has a line, and I was just surprised at how… she’s very intelligent, and she uses a lot of

foul language, she’s very, very… we would say, “salty” or “brassy”, you know she’s… she’s yeah – she’s got a mouth on her, and it was funny…
and it was cool to see because she always does get portrayed as sort of the stupid blond, you know – nothing between her ears, and she had
a lot more going on – than she’s often given credit for – in her head. So that was nice. You know, I love essays, I especially love proﬁles of
people in essays, and Capote is excellent at that, I mean, he’s really wonderful. Yeah, so I was just sort of enjoying the quality of the writing
and enjoying getting to know Marilyn Monroe in some sense.
42. (Original tekst) I was thinking… I was asking myself: do I want to go home and drop off my bag and then go get a drink? Or do I just
want to, like, go get a drink? That’s exactly what I was thinking. It’s a major question, yeah, because usually I don’t… If I, you know, meet up
with people or whatever, you know, go to a bar or something during the week it’s usually not till later if at all, but sometimes like on Fridays
it’s nice to just go have a couple of drinks right after work, then go home. And somehow today feels like a Friday, it felt like a Friday all day,
so I have been kind of just considering… When I got out of the train I was like: wow, maybe I’ll just, like, you know, pretend that it’s Friday,
you know? And then I probably will go home, and then I’m meeting up with some people later on.
My band has been auditioning bass players, and there’s a guy that was pretty good but we’re not really sure, but he wants us to give him a
CD of our music, and he wants to learn the songs and just show us he can do it, and it’s really… He’s like… It’s like the guy who likes the girl,
and the girl isn’t really sure, but the guy just keeps at it to win her over. That’s kind of the dynamic. The band is the girl. The guy is the guy.
That’s totally what the dynamic is. I’m like the girl talking to him on the phone. It’s like: “Oogh, I don’t know if I think about you that way.
I mean, I really think you’re GREAT and I mean, I’m just… We are going to be playing with some other people, and, you know, we’re seeing
other people, you know?” He’s like, “Oh, I know! I just really… just, look dude, just give me a shot man, give me a shot!” So “Alright. But
you’ve got to understand the reality of the situation!” So he says, “Oh, I know. It’s cool, no I know it’s a big decision…” What I decided to
do is make myself sound really busy of him and just quickly I can hand him a CD, because I don’t want to spend another two hours hearing
about how much he loves the band. We are some people meeting up and, you know, I don’t want to, like… I don’t want to lead him on, you
know? I guess…
43. (Original tekst) I just woke up, right? So… I’m still a little bit groggy, and I was walking down the street, like, enjoying my coffee,
and I was thinking to myself: “Fuck! I’m back in New York.” I just got back a few days ago, so I was thinking to myself: “This guy that is
approaching me is really way too tan to be a New Yorker.” I was really thinking that, I’m not shitting you, and I was, like, wow, you know, I
wish I was back in Thailand, because I just got back to New York two days ago – I was in Thailand for a week. Yeah, I mean, who would want
to be in this cold and dirty place when you can be somewhere warm and sunny? But I’m… I’m from here, so I can totally criticize it. But yeah!
Ten days in Thailand is recommended for anyone. That’s all I have to say. I’m… I’m shy.
44. (Original tekst) So… I was trying to think… I left my bicycle over in the Westside of downtown, and I was trying to think how I could
walk to my bicycle so that I could also run into a Cliff-bar which is a nutritional bar… Peanut-butter Cliff-bar, which is all for my breakfast.
I needed to walk into an Ice coffee and a Cliff-bar. But my… my leg is very stiff, and I’m not sure why. I want to ﬁnd the quickest route to
my bicycle that would also intersect the Cliff-bar and the coffee. And my leg is stiff… yes. I think it might be from sexual activity… I’m not
quite sure… I – I am pretty sure.
45. (Original tekst) I was thinking whether I should go meet my friend Zack or my friend Kenyan. They’re both cool, it’s just that Zack is in
town… is in the city until… eight thirty, and he’s going back to the Bronx, and Kenyan is… Kenyan is right down the street, so… it’s kind of
easy to do Kenyan, because he’s right there. Zack is in the Village, but he lives in the Bronx so I was thinking, maybe I should call him and
tell him to come meet me down here if he has the time. Also he lives in Chicago, and now he’s just in town for… I don’t know, a week, two
weeks, I don’t know. I haven’t seen him in about a month or two. I decided to call Ken… to call Zack to see if he wants to come down here,
and if not I will have to eat, and then go see Kenyan. I would have to call him too, yeah. My friends are famous. They’re not famous as in, like,
celebrities, but they’re famous because they’re my friends. Like you’re famous because you’re my friend, too, now.
46. (Original tekst) After I took a couple of photographs for my class that I needed to take to complete my roll of ﬁlm I was thinking about
going to work which is a couple of blocks away, so… yeah. Pretty much that, and, like… just thinking, unfortunately, of getting to work which
is not the best thing to think about in the morning, but… I guess we have to do it. Well, it’s… it’s not bad, it’s just… you know, like, on a
sunny day like this you don’t want to go to work, so… You want to think about going to the park, for hanging out with friends, you don’t
want to go to work, so… This is, like, one of the ﬁrst sunny days in New York City since springtime so it’s unfortunate that it’s on a Tuesday
and not on a Sunday or a Saturday, so… It would be nicer to be able to take it off. To take off the day and just do nothing. Like, you’re going
to be outside the whole day, so… yeah – so yeah, see! You have a smile on your face.
47. (Original tekst) I was thinking on my way to work that… to go to the airport right after work, and I can’t wait to get to Houston and
see my old friend, Lorry, and… I’m meeting her at one thirty tomorrow. That was what I was thinking: at one thirty tomorrow I’m going to
meet my friend, Lorry, somewhere in Houston, Texas. She’s a singer that I used to work with here in New York, and I’m playing with her to
church on Sunday morning in Texas. I’m leaving work at ﬁve thirty – my car is around the corner – and I’m going to get my car and ﬂy out to
Newark, and then eight o’clock ﬂight to Houston. And I’m going to meet my girlfriend’s family, too. My girlfriend is going with me. So when
I just got out of the cab I was thinking speciﬁcally: Kim… I’ve got to tell Kim that I just talked to Lorry, and I’m going to meet Lorry at one
thirty tomorrow, and… Everything is in order. Kim is my girlfriend. I want to tell her that everything is in order.
48. (Original tekst) I was thinking about what my horoscope said today, and it had to do with ﬁnding new music, and I was just listening
to a walkman and thinking that… this band might just change my life. The band is “Television on the radio.” My friend had a Village
Voice – the New York paper – and he read me my horoscope, and it said, “… to seek out new music and to ﬁnd,” actually, “a funky pair of
underwear.” So… I’ve accomplished one of the two things. The music was just given to me by that same friend today, and it’s my ﬁrst actual
listen to it. I wanted a copy of the CD for a while, and he had it, and I met him for lunch so that he could give it to me, and just in the process
of hanging out eating lunch we just, you know… being silly and reading horoscopes, and… and that just came up, and it seemed kind of
synchronistic with life, you know? I’m a musician, and I’m into recording and stuff, and I’m always seeking inspiration as, like, an artist,
so… Hopefully it will motivate me to get more of my own stuff out there. This music may change my life. Or, I mean, that was what I was
thinking the second you approached me.
49. (Original tekst) I was thinking that… whether or not I… what kind of trouble I would be in when I get to the parking garage to pick up
my car because two months ago I lost my credit card, and they automatically withdraw the parking rent from my credit card. But that credit
card has been cancelled for a couple of months, so I thought what they would do, and if they would leave penalties, and I’m just thinking
about what will happen in about two minutes when I pick up my car and give them the new credit card. I’m probably in their database, yes.
No, it’ll be ﬁne. Just… The question is whether or not they’ll charge me penalties for not getting the rent for, you know… having been so late
with the last rent. It’s a 180 dollars a month, no, 190 dollars a month to park my car here which is as cheap as you’ll ﬁnd in Manhattan.
50. (Original tekst) My name is Sean, walking down Rivington Street on a Sunday afternoon in New York carrying a bag of wet laundry
thinking about how I’m going to need to let it dry in my apartment, then put it up. And also thinking about what I’m going to make for
dinner tonight, I think I will make a… some… a dish involving chicken, but I’m not sure yet. I got to ﬁgure out what I’ve got. I’ve got a bunch
of chicken in the freezer, and I need to use it, and so… I got to ﬁgure out what to do with that. It depends on how much time I have, how
lazy I am, and what ingredients I’ve got available.
51. (Original tekst) The very thought I was thinking is, where’s my friend? And so my friend, David Black, is supposed to have come down
here and meet me and take a… video-record my project, me breaking it down or putting it back together into the Mobile Coffee Unit and
then wheeling it away. So basically I’m out here for four days serving free coffee to the New York citizens and just taking their Polaroidpicture in return, and that’s it, I send them on their way with a smile. I’m actually showing at a gallery right over here which is called
Participant Inc., and so they have the coffee-project on exhibit, but typically I don’t exhibit my projects – I just do it out of the… the good
will of my heart, I guess. The video is just documentation, I had my friend ﬁlm me this morning coming out and then ﬁlm me giving coffee
to a few people, and so it’s just kind of to close it up – to, you know, book-end it, and I have a website, and I’m going to put it up on the
web. I’ve done this in San Francisco, and I’ve also been doing this other project called The National Dinner Tour, and I’ve visited four cities
now. Chicago, LA, New York and Saint Simon’s Island, Georgia, and I take strangers out to dinner – people that I just meet on the street or
through referrals of friends or parents of friends and things like that, and so… It’s good times. The other night I went out with two older
ladies. I just walked into a restaurant, I was supposed to have met somebody there – a bus driver – and he didn’t show up so I just turned to
these two old ladies and asked them if they liked to have dinner, and they said, suuuuuuure, and one of them just so happened to be the… a
drummer in the very ﬁrst all-female band named What Four, F-O-U-R – and she was a riot. And she couldn’t keep her hand off my leg, it was
kind of weird, but, you know, whatever, but… yeah, so it has been pretty cool. I’ve gone out to about 15 dinners… I was on the Morning News
in Chicago, and so I got, like, 350 emails from people wanting a free dinner, it was… it was a trip, you know. Yeah, it was a little intimidating
and very scary, but… I went out with some really wonderful people there – it was really cool.
52. (Original tekst) I’m meeting someone on this corner, and I was just waiting for them to arrive. I was about to call them to make sure we
were… because, you know, it’s difﬁcult to meet people in New York on a corner because it’s kind of hectic. I’m a musician, and we’re going
to a rehearsal, and he’s going to pick me up in his car, and then we’re going to go to New Jersey through the Lincoln Tunnel. We are just
kind of rehearsing during the day out there. I am playing tonight but with some other people. It’s just kind of like a group practice that I’m
going to. We play jazz. This intersection is near the train that I take – I live in Queens, and I live near this train. He lives in Manhattan so
for him to come to Queens… it’s kind of out of the way, so I said, let’s meet here. And I’m standing here because it’s dry because it’s raining,
and this bass is very expensive, and I don’t want to get it wet. It actually is a coincidence that we chose to meet here at Carnegie Hall, it just
happens to be right where my train station is… here, so… I wish I could say I was playing here tonight, but I’m not. Tonight I’m playing at
a French restaurant in the West Village called Philip Marie. It’s actually… the drummer is from Denmark. His name is Jakob. That’s another
coincidence, huh? Jakob Melchior. He’s from København. Yeah… small world.
53. (Original tekst) Ok, well, did you see the blind guy that walked that way? I looked at him, and I was thinking: Hmmm… That would be
an interesting way to get away with a crime – to just walk away with a walking-blind-stick and, like, let the cops swarm around you, and no
one would ever think it was you. Not because I want to commit a crime, but I was, like, hmmm, if I ever did want to commit a crime that
would be a cool way to get away with it. I don’t do crimes, but nah, I was just thinking about this in general. But it would be a splendid idea,
but… I don’t know. I was thinking about looting or something like that - maybe, like, robbing someone and then walking away like you’re a
blind guy, having, like, one of those retractable walking sticks in your pant pocket and just going on your merry way with a bag full of cash.
54. (Original tekst) I was thinking about the box of trufﬂes that I was going to take to my friend as a gift and how that I left them out on the
table with the sun beaming into my apartment, and they’re probably going to melt. I am going to give them to him later considering they’re
not, like, a gooey melted mess or something like that. He’s kind of sort of my boyfriend – not… not really, more just a… actually a friend.
We’re dating, we don’t have a label as a boyfriend, just, you know, hanging out with each other – whatever happens happens. I decided to
give him trufﬂes because he likes chocolate. It seemed like an appropriate thing to do, you know? We’ve only known each other for, like, a
month and a half and… I saw it in the store, I thought it would be, like, a nice thing to do, and it was just like a random act of, like… It was
really just spontaneity and a good act of marketing on the store’s part, because I was standing next to the display and saw it, and I’m like,
why, why the fuck not! I might as well…
55. (Original tekst) I was thinking how I have to stop buying overprized furniture, vintage furniture, in Manhattan because it’s way too
expensive. The furniture they sell is usually not in a tip-top shape, and so it’s overprized, and theeeey… probably are able to get away with it
because we don’t have access to that much vintage or ﬂea market or… Because we’re in here we have to travel pretty far to get it, so you kind
of get slammed with prices. And the quality, usually. Uhh, not so good. I usually like to go and drop in on my way on Leroy Street because
they usually have cute stuff, but I reminded myself, don’t even go in because lately I’ve realized that… I used to buy from them before, and I
realized that it’s just too expensive. And when I look back and see how much I spent on it I go, uuh. And then you see it someplace outside of
Manhattan, and you realize that you just got scammed. I need a kitchen table, yep! But I think ﬁnding it in the city is going to be a challenge.
Man had to take a daytrip.
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hello, nate, this is john korn.
I’m just submitting another piece of art work. thanks fo’ your time.

________________

________________________________________
_________________________
Is your PC infected? Get a FREE online computer virus scan from McAfee®
Security. http://clinic.mcafee.com/clinic/ibuy/campaign.asp?cid=3963

mad stuff

if you want some other illestrations contact me

Jean-Paul Manzanares

Here is a piece of original artwork that I created to be published in an issue of Deek. I attached it as a jpeg.
The artwork is called “Half Full, Half Empty.”

This piece is a cross between abstract art and surrealism. This work represents the ups and downs of life. I put
the title, medium, and my e-mail on the top of the piece. Let me know what you think.

Cornelius Tomblin

hello,
my name is john korn. this is an art submission for the madness issue. it goes along with a story i submitted. but if you don’t want the story, you could
still, maybe slap in the pic. or tell me to fuck myself, or not.

take care
-korn-

>From: “nate B” <nate@deekmagazine.com>
>To: “’John Korn’” <bigheadstone@hotmail.com>
>Subject: RE: ARTTTTT for madnesssubmission
>Date: Thu, 2 Dec 2004 01:27:03 -0500
>
>Well, John. I’ll keep the image around and we’ll see how it goes when
>we’re assembling the final issue. As for going off and fucking
>yourself, we’ll keep you posted on our decision. Stroud makes the call on the words.
>
>- nate
>
>
>
>
>
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135 9th St. • Downtown Pgh • 281-7703

CLASSIFIED ADS:
female models wanted - genefenton.com 724463-0648
Deek doesn’t pay the rent. I need a real job.
Design preferably. Like what you see in here?
I can do more! Not too expensive! Not too spicy!
You try! You like! Call Nate - 412.901.8355 or
email nate@deekmagazine.com - Work Samples at artproductdesign.com
And Doug too. He also needs a design job. Find
his portfolio at www.dougcrissman.com
classiﬁed ads are unedited, uncensored and can be had cheaply ($5 for 15
words, $.25 for each additional word). send your name, address, phone and
the content of your ad (along with the money) to:
Deek Classiﬁeds
P.O. Box 7502
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
If you have questions - send them to info@deekmagazine.com

412-398-5704

12:45 Matinee Friday

Old Scottish Joke:

What do you call 27 Beers on Draught
and 75 Varieties of Single Malt Scotch?

A good start.

’ Pub
Pipers
Pipe
rs

1828 East Carson Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
412-381-3977

DEEK IS FUN
FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY
Subscribe Today • 1 Year for $10
send name, address and check or money order to:
Deek Subscriptions • PO Box 7502 • Pittsburgh PA 15213
or visit deekmagazine.com

